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Orange Myrtle 

JEAN D’COSTA 
 

 

If you ever see him you would think, “What a nice fellow!  Any woman would be glad to marry him, 

any chile would gladly call him daddy, anybody would take him as friend.”   Hmph!  Must be only 

Mason Road people used to think so, but no, that is not fair or true because after it happen we had 

to try find his family, and me and Dad went round to the address he gave us, and everybody in 

Nelson Piece was sorry, sorry to hear.    

 

Eight years he worked for all of us on Mason Road:  any kind of work, from washing Mrs Gauntlett's 

dog, to killing and plucking hens or nailing down loose shingles.  He did not live on Mason Road, 

though.  It was much too dear, with a room – if you could find one – going for ten shillings a week.  

If he made ten shillings any week, he was lucky.  So for his eight years in Kingston he rented that 

rickety old room in Nelson Piece, or Nelson Ground they used to call it in ole time days, down in 

that five mile stretch of pasture turning into town, from Spanish Town Road in the south up to Half 

Way Tree.  It was town all right even before the War, with the Maxfield Avenue bus going up and 

down roads with good asphalt, and street lights, and bars playing Glenn Miller records, and 

tailoring shops and a Chinese grocery every mile or so, but every yard was full of trees still, and 

goats cleared up the garbage at every corner. 
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Now I think of him, and how long he had in town, eight years is very short: just 1945 up to 1953.  It 

was very short, but much too deep, much too wide, yet long enough for his hedge to cover the 

fence, six feet high and wide. 

 

Those days, you could turn off Kingston roads and find yourself in real country.  Behind the new 

houses people had cows tied out, fruit trees, mahogany trees, sometimes a banana walk, always a 

mango walk, even a little cane and a few men burning charcoal in mounds of earth.   He used to 

help make charcoal sometimes when he first came to town.  They made good charcoal in Nelson 

Piece.  That is about three or so miles from Mason Road; but while Mason Road was town, Nelson 

Piece was bush, right there in Kingston.  Ole-time people said is where runaways could hide, long 

time ago, maroons and such, when all here was open lands, belonging to nobody, nothing but 

wild cattle and wild pigs roaming all through here, long ago. 

 

By my time it was a narrow piece of land between two gullies, a rocky hill where people built right 

up underneath the trees.  Guango trees tall, tall, give plenty shade, and cashaw which is wiry and 

full of prickles and smell bad sometimes, but for some reason it seem like those same trees save 

Nelson Piece when the gullies come down in rainy time an everybody wash ’way excep who live in 

there. 

 

That is why he stay there so long, Roland told my father. 

 

“Teacha, man not suppose to live in gully or in river course.  God never make those places for man fi 

live. You mus set your life upon a rock, and is so-so rock why Nelson Piece never wash ’way since I 

come to Kingston.  Me see plenty other places in Kingston, but I always stay in Nelson Piece.” 

 

The two of them used to be out under the Stranger mango tree working in the garden, watched 

over by Rascal, our dog.  All of this garden they did together, bit by bit.  My father used to take sick 

a lot in those days: three times they make coffin for him, and three times he recover and live but 

never a strong man.  My mother was the strong one, planning the garden for our new house, 

choosing the wrought iron gate to close it in, and Roland was head and head with her,  doing the 

hard parts to save Teacher the effort, learning to graft orange trees and roses, using the new hedge 

clippers with style, and Rascal followed him everywhere.  So it was Roland who planted that same 

orange myrtle hedge you see along the front there, the one the people wanted to mash down so 

they could come come stare into our yard when it happened.  It is Roland's hedge.  He dug the 

holes, put in the fence posts, ran the fence – both barbed wire and two rows of mesh wire – and 

he put in the seedlings and raised them from they were small.  He went with me and Mama up to 

Hope Gardens and the three of us picked them out in the nursery.  That was in 1946, when this 

was the newest house on Mason Road, concrete nog with shingled roof, standing proudly on low 

concrete posts.  Roland used to venture into that low cavern under the house to retrieve stray 

chickens and to set rat poison where Rascal couldn't get at it.  He did everything we couldn't 

manage ourselves.  In 1951, it was Roland who limbed this same Stranger mango and saved it from 

the jaws of Hurricane Charlie. 

 

“Teacha, mind your head, sah. De limb-dem coming down now!” 
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The two of them were countrymen together among all the Kingstonians, my father a little meagre 

almost-white man from Glengoffe hills, a real old-time school teacher, smelling of ink, chalk, 

children’s sweaty exercise books, bay rum and peppermint sweets. Those he kept for the children at 

school. It took me a long time to stop being jealous. 

 

So the limbs came down that day, and Roland chopped them up small, and dragged them round to 

the first rubbish hole in the back.  He and Dad had a system of rubbish holes, a scientific system 

agreed upon between them.  Hole Number One was for fresh trash, garden clippings, anything 

that could rot, and woe betide Iris Penha if her kitchen scraps showed up in the wrong hole, or if 

she ever put broken glass or tins in any of them.  All paper and things to burn went into Hole 

Number Two, and Roland told her, “Is me-one response fi burn tings in dis yard, so no make me 

have to tell Teacha on you.”  And he alone burned all the old exam papers, the dirty newspaper 

that had wrapped up the salt-fish from Madam Chen’s shop at the corner, and, carefully hidden in 

thick layers of newspaper or brown paper-bags, the sanitary napkins from a household with one 

lady, two growing daughters and a maid aged twenty-five.  The third rubbish hole was always 

“resting”, covered in with white-lime, waiting to turn itself into mulch and go back into the garden. 

 

I never thought anything about Roland doing the burning – all of the burning – for it was a natural 

thing arranged with such tact and deftness between Roland and my mother that only years later 

did I understand that menstruation and all connected to it was a forbidden subject; that Jamaican 

men feared it and all its appurtenances with a holy fear sanctioned by the Bible, and that some men 

could not even walk past a clothes-line adorned with panties without feeling weak and giddy. One 

of my more stupid uncles used to cover his eyes. 

 

Roland was like none of those men.  Neither was my father.  Perhaps that is why they got on so 

well, often not needing to talk at all.  I spent hours and hours with them, and mine was the only 

chatting voice. 

 

Now with my mother, it was a different story.  Not that she was a talker, just that she listened in a 

different way.  When Dad listened to you in school – or anywhere else, for that matter – you could 

hear his mind making up a whole new set of questions before you opened your mouth to give your 

first answer.  My mother instead listened to children thinking, children like Leona Mercier who 

couldn’t even answer at all.  All the other teachers passed Leona up through class after class, not 

able to read or write her own name, and then she started coming to our house three evenings a 

week and sitting beside my mother for an hour’s silence.  She was the stupidest girl, with those two 

thick plaits with big red ribbons like a baby.  I could not understand why my mother sat there for so 

long with Leona, just very close beside her, intent on the page in front of them but mostly intent on 

making Leona find words inside Leona’s head.  She listened to Roland in the same way.  I could 

hear it. 

 

He used to work with us one afternoon in the week, and sometimes on Saturday mornings so he 

could talk to Miss Dita, my mother.  Her real name was Hephzibah Martinella but a kind aunt 

started calling her Dita when she was a baby, and Miss Dita, or Aunt Dita she was to everybody.  

Roland called her “Miss-Dee.”   

 

“You know, Miss-Dee, how country people stay.” 
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Miss-Dee came from far-off Westmoreland, right next door to Roland’s country, which is St Elizabeth 

dryland and fertile rockstone. 

 

“You know how dem trust de land but dem doan trust no book.” 

 

It was a day when he was cleaning windows, a bright cool December day in 1950. 

 

Rub-rub-rub with the damp newspaper. 

 

“The place have to look good, seein as Christmas comin.  Now Christmas in my country better than 

any where else in the whole Jamaica.  Food! You never see food like we have down in Sint-

Illyzibet.” 

 

Rub-rub-rub. 

 

“So you going down for Christmas, Roland?” 

 

She and I were shelling gungo peas.  The basket was a tall narrow-mouth basket with a sharp 

length of straw jutting over the edge.  It cut your hand if you weren’t careful, dipping in for a 

handful and pulling the velvet pods out to your lap.  We were afraid to break it off in case it 

weakened the rim of the basket.  I can see it now: bright yellow straw, sharp like an icepick, her 

hand going in, never once a scratch, and my hand bungling the whole thing, always clumsy. 

 

Rub-rub-rub. Squeak-squeak on the shining glass. 

 

I was so busy not getting cut on that straw that I did not notice the long pause from Roland until 

the next day.   I didn't even grasp what he said in reply.  Then all of a sudden next morning, in the 

middle of the sermon at St Andrew Parish Church, Roland’s face burst into my mind, his voice 

drowning out Canon Russell, filling the middle of the church all the way up to the vaulted roof from 

wall to wall. I remember I was reading all the marble memorials on our side of the church, 

especially the one about “Jasper St Hubert Fitzjohn, Beloved Husband of Mary Martha, Trusted 

Friend and Patriot True.  Asleep in Christ on Whitsun Day, MCM.” For years I thought that “MCM” 

stood for "Mary Something Martha", the way you would put your initials at the end of a verse in an 

autograph album.  I was thirteen, and beginning to remember things because they were odd, not 

because I was supposed to remember.  In fact most of what I remembered those days were things I 

was either not supposed to know, or certainly never to ask about.  Little jars have big ears. 

 

“Cyaan go down there no more, Miss-Dee.  No more nor never, not since Mistress McDermott 

dead.”  That's what he said, word for word, and Mistress McDermott, I knew, was his mother.  I 

heard not a word more from Canon Russell that Sunday. 

 

We knew Roland was motherless and fatherless, but he was twenty-three, almost twice as old as 

me then, and everybody has cousins, and uncles, and aunts in the country to visit.  Everybody does.  

Everybody has somebody in the country to visit, don't it? 
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“Don’t you want to see the place, see all your friends and people from when you were small?”  my 

mother asked. 

 

“I don’t want no facety people throw no word at me, Miss-Dee, nor h’aks me what me doin’ in the 

house where me born.  Especially certain people what livin there nowadays.” 

 

Rub-squeak-rub-squeak. Rub-rub-rub.  He looked at the windowpane shining like crystal, splashed 

water on it and cleaned it again.  My mother went on shelling peas.  She did not look up, or move, 

or even seem to breathe.  I knew I was to keep quiet although I could not understand what Roland 

was talking about.  Questions have always got me in trouble. 

 

“See here, Miss-Dee, one thing I hold gainst me mother, one thing only.  I am de last of eleven boy-

pickney.  Imagine dat!  Eleven she did have, and she send them all to school, but because me born 

last – must be ten years after me next brother Maxie – she keep me home as company.  She say she 

too lonely.  Me father gone to Panama from me small. I doan even remember him now, an him 

dead over there long years before she dead here.  I did start to go school when I was seven, an I 

reach up to First Class, going up into Second Class an doing well.  When de telegram come say him 

dead, she sen for me same time an from dat day I never put me foot back in de schoolroom. 

Teacher Walters send axing for me, she tell im she need help on de land, she have so much hard 

work, an is true.  She have plenty hard work.” 

 

Now he had got out his penknife and was scraping invisible specks of paint off the windowpanes.  

The house never looked so good as that Christmas. 

 

“All dat time, de three bigger ones go to school and finish: Donald, Leopold and Maxie is the oldest 

ones I grow with till them leave come to Kingston. She usual to write to dem every Sunday, send to 

de oldest one to tell de others.  Every Sunday evenin when I gone to move de cow, she sit down at 

the centre table and write like she used to write me father over Panama.  Then she seal the letter an 

put it under har Bible for me to post Monday morning.  Every Sunday.  Miss-Dee, make I talk de 

trute, some times in de night I feel like vinegar fill me up, right up to here – ” he flicked his hand 

across his throat. 

 

I happened to look up just then to get another handful of peas and so I saw him in the warm 

brightness of those sparkling windows, blue sky in a vault behind him, the sun making a narrow 

path down between the thick green of the custard-apple tree on one side and the shining 

blackness of the soursop tree on the other side of the window.  He stood on the kitchen chair right 

in that path of light, the knife in his fist against the top window pane.  He was a good-looking man, 

a round sober face with a broad mouth for smiling, smooth skin like a child’s, wide eyes.  His eyes 

were what you remembered of Roland: brown like river water over pebbles, no questions in those 

eyes. 

 

“Yes, Miss-Dee.  Eleven boy pickney an me is de only one never sent to school, can’t read to this day.  

Can’t even full out a form to go on farmwork to America.” 

 

Right now I couldn’t say if this was how I found out about his ten brothers.   Bits came from the 

maid, Iris Penha, bits from Dad.  The eldest one was Selvin McDermott, a plumber somewhere over 
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in Vineyard Town, or Jones Town.  Far away from Mason Road.  Every five bells Selvin buy another 

house, repair it, paint it, sell it and gone to another.   Every minute he send a new address to his 

mother, from Rockfort to Allman Town, all over east Kingston.  Roland stayed with him a week once 

when Selvin was building on a room, but Roland could not afford to rent the room he had helped 

to build. Then there were the sons Roland’s mother fretted over, the oldest ones Roland hardly 

knew at all.  Her second son, Egbert McDermott: he went to England as a trained mechanic in 1930 

and never came back.  Then Rupert, Horace and Fitzie: they went and joined up with Egbert in 

England, each of them a trained man who stayed on in wartime to do his bit, to serve in time of 

need.  Never came back. Welder, motor mechanic, telegraph operator, railway guard. Took night 

classes and improved themselves, every one of them. But the last five of the ten big brothers were 

well known to Roland, in a manner of speaking. Those were the ones that got the Sunday letters, 

mostly.  Jackie owned a taxi downtown, and a house too.  Leopold was a barber, and a musician, 

and a part-time butcher.  Donald was a policeman.  Leroy was a bank messenger. Maxie was a 

postman.   

 

Roland did not know where they worked: what police station, what bank, what post office. He did 

not know where they lived.  After so many years he still had to ask his way around Kingston.  Trees, 

hills, gullies and fields he knew.  Streets and buildings looked all alike to him.  My grandmother used 

to say, “You can’t find what you don’t know.” The brothers never tried to find him; he never wanted 

to find them. 

 

The bad trouble came from Selvin the bigshot and the youngest three who grew up with Roland. 

Jackie kept out of it.  How I know this part is beyond me. I can’t remember that anybody told me 

and I didn’t overhear any such conversation.   

 

It was such a strange story that it couldn’t come out of anyone’s mouth.  Nobody on Mason Road 

ever talked about it. We all felt that we had to look after Roland, stand up for him, stop any bad-

mouthing that could hurt him.  Roland belonged to us.  Roland alone would turn his hand to 

anything for you, keep an eye on your house, on your family. When Eddy and Eric Gauntlett were 

five, Roland rescued them from the rain barrel where Eddy had pushed Eric (and Eric pulled Eddy 

in, of course).  My father said he should have left them in there for the night.  Roland alone could 

be trusted to stay at Mrs Gauntlett’s with those brats if she had to go to town to pay her light bill 

and water rates.  The Gauntletts lived across the street from us, and Roland stopped in there and at 

our place nearly every day, to say hello.  Roland would never argue or fuss, never even ask for his 

pay, which some people paid him a day late. 

 

That, too, was part of the problem.  By 1952, when I turned fifteen, I understood that part of Roland 

very well, but by then much had changed and disaster had fallen on Teacher’s house.  Perhaps I 

weathered our disaster because, bad as it was to have one’s mother in the Edwina ward at 

Kingston Public Hospital, a place of terrifying smells and even more terrifying silences, at least she 

belonged to us and always would.  No one would do to us what Selvin the builder, Donald the 

policeman, Leroy the bank messenger and Maxie the postman did to Roland. 

 

When their mother died, the six big brothers came down to bury her in style, these big men in their 

Kingston suits and black bow-ties and two-tone shoes. They came by car although none of them 
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owned a car – yet.  They brought down crates of drinks, all kinds of Kingston food, and the smell of 

money.  They had not seen their mother for several years but they knew their duty. 

 

Before the nine-night could be held Leroy, Donald and Maxie showed Roland a paper, a will. He 

never knew if it was his mother’s or his father’s will.  He wasn’t even sure what it said, for when he 

tried to read it, every last thing he learned at school flew out of his head for good. 

 

Selvin as the oldest spoke to Roland and told him that house and land were left to the ten eldest of 

them. By name. Not to him. His name was never called in that will. And that may be the truth, for if 

it was an old will, it might have been made before he was even born or thought of. 

 

They gave him a couple days to pack up and leave. 

 

People told him to go to the Justice of the Peace, Dr Reynolds, for Roland was under age. He ought 

to have a guardian.  He ought to live in his mother’s house and look after the three cows, the goats, 

the Leghorn hens and the cassava which was soon ready to dig.  All Roland knew about Justice 

Reynolds was that he was the school dentist.  When his car turned up the road to Hillside School, 

everybody who could escape ran to bush and didn’t come to school for the week.  It was better to 

get a beating for missing school than to sit in the famous wooden chair with the red velvet back 

and have Dr Reynolds say, “Child-open-your-MOUTH!” 

 

Roland told me about Dr Reynolds, so I know that part is true.  Those who could not escape were 

heard bawling as far away as the North Pole. At Dad’s school nothing as bad ever happened, but 

these are modern times, I thought. 

 

“Can’t go back, can’t go back, can’t go back.”  Roland rubbed the windows and then swept the 

backyard.  Then he went to my mother for more work to do but there wasn’t any. He had done 

everything. 

 

Some weeks after that Christmas, my mother found a lump in one breast.  It was 1951, the year of 

Hurricane Charlie.  By February she had had the operation and could not raise her right arm.  Her 

fingers used to tingle when she stretched them out and she was sick a long time.  My sister Avis 

was grown up and teaching in Spanish Town, with hardly any time off except for that first week 

when Mama came home.  Dad had to go to work.  I was at boarding school. In the days my mother 

stayed home in bed tended by Iris Penha, or so we all thought. 

 

One Friday, Dad mislaid a register at home and came back for it at lunch time.  He found my 

mother on the verandah and Roland, scrubbed and neat, making the bed and sweeping out the 

house.  The lunch tray beside Mama had been put there by Roland.  He said he was working over 

at Mrs Gauntlett's and just dropped in to see Miss-Dee.  My father thanked him and said no more at 

the time, but he was able to locate Iris Penha immediately: she was out at the Tivoli bar checking 

her sweepstake tickets.  She said she didn’t like sick people.  She said she needed a little company 

now and then.  She said she was really out there to pick up something from the grocery, she soon 

come. 
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Much more than this must have gone on, but because my mother was so ill and because Iris had 

been coming to us for about five years, my father did not dismiss her.  He tried all kinds of 

arrangements that did not work, or worked only now and then.  Aunts and cousins came and 

spent the day; he borrowed money and hired a practical nurse for a week.  My sister took three 

days’ leave.   

 

Roland was there almost every day.  He did his rounds of the yards on Mason Road but he found 

time to visit Miss-Dee.  Iris was free to go to the grocery or to the Tivoli bar.  Roland could cook, 

Roland could wash, Roland could fix a tray with lemonade and sweet biscuits.  He and Rascal 

stayed by my mother every day of the working week. 

 

During that time she made at least one attempt to teach Roland to read.  My father didn’t even 

know about that until, long afterwards, we found a reader and an exercise book with “Roland 

McDermott” in queer, straggly hand-writing: not his, but hers.  After the operation she did better 

with her left hand for a long time. 

 

By summer she was much better.   

 

It was then, though, that Mrs Gauntlett sold up and moved to Constant Spring Road.  Mrs 

Gauntlett’s twins and their dog Mento were sadly missed by our dog Rascal.  Then the Valdez 

family next door to us moved too, and rented out the house to some people not like the rest of us.  

Mason Road people all lived in their own houses, even if they owed almost all of the value of the 

place.   Every Christmas season, Mason Road people whitewashed the boles of their trees and the 

stone borders of their small garden beds.  Some houses on Mason Road consisted of two rooms 

with an outside kitchen and a pit latrine, and three of these houses had no electric light.  That did 

not matter. From the smallest wooden house to the one big place set further in than most, with its 

white stone walls, its green shingled roof and its royal palm in the front, we were all the same 

where manners and decency are concerned.  Mason Road people did not play their radios loud 

(those who had radios). We did not stand in the road and stare into people’s yards, no matter what 

was going on.  We did not see any man run his wife out on the street in her nightie or beat his 

children at the gate in public view.  Only two houses boasted a car, but every single one had a 

Bible or two, a bookshelf of school books, a table with a vase of flowers, a thick straw mat on the 

front step, a proper fowl-pen round the back and a clothes-line invisible from the road.  Mason 

Road people had manners. They did not bawl at each other over the back fence.  Everybody near 

to Mrs Hinds was kept awake Friday nights with her revival meetings but nobody ever mentioned 

them in public. In mango time, Mason Road children did not walk about the neighborhood stoning 

people’s mango trees. You might find one or two stoning mango trees a mile away, on East Road 

or Omara Road, and if their parents found out, they got one good beating.  Mason Road people 

sprinkled their yards with water, swept up every leaf and twig, and paid their debts on the nail. 

 

The new people rented, they didn’t own.  They didn’t care if the gutters blocked up with dirty water 

from the kitchen and stank up the backyard.  They didn’t much care for flowers or gardens. They 

wouldn’t know a zinnia from a rose.  Now and then they hired Roland to trim the hedges and cut 

the tiny lawns. They called him “dat fellow what work roun here.” 
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It was just at Easter in 1952, one year exactly after her operation, that my mother took seriously ill 

again.  She stopped teaching for good, and someone else took over her nine year olds.  This time it 

was a liver disease. The doctors never uttered the word ‘cancer.’  They did not need to do so. We all 

could hear it, smell it, taste it all over the house. At night when we were asleep, the house creaked 

with that word.  

 

Roland came and stayed at odd times.  He said he was out of work, and that was true by then.  

When she was too ill to see anyone, he just sat on the verandah steps with Rascal, or, more and 

more, out under the Stranger mango which grew beside the bedroom where she was. 

 

She died while I was away at school, just before the end of the summer term. I had last seen her at 

Easter, but no one then knew how short the time would be.  Roland and Rascal the small shaggy 

dog saw more of her than any other creatures on this earth. 

 

Her funeral was in the middle of July heat. Iris Penha was there in the most amazing black satin 

dress trimmed with silver beads.  All of our hundreds of relatives came, and everybody  from St 

Saviour’s, Dad’s school.  Seeing them all was bad, but worst of all were the thirty-three nine year 

olds whom she had been teaching up until Easter. They came in pressed school uniforms, fresh 

ribbons and white white socks with shining shoes.  They sat in the polished pews of St Andrew 

Parish Church, their noses hardly higher than the backs of the tall benches. 

 

Afterwards there was all the handshaking, sighing and moaning.  Aunts from the country and 

cousins in tight black crepe peered in our faces, expecting us to “break down”, hoping we would 

“break down.”  All I saw that day were staring peering faces.  Leona was there – two round saucer 

eyes under a teacup of a hat with a spotted black veil. Leona, all grown up.  If Roland came to the 

church, he must have been far at the back of this important crowd. 

 

The week after that, Roland disappeared. He came to work as usual but did not come back for his 

pay on Saturday.  Dad sent a message round to Nelson Piece and people said they thought he had 

gone to his brother.  No, they didn’t know which brother, or where any of Roland’s brothers lived. 

 

My father was worried even with all of his worries.  For longer than I had known, he said, Roland 

had worked only at Mason Road.  He had come to Mason Road from St Elizabeth.  Two men on 

Mason Road had given him a day’s work each.  For about seven or eight years, Mason Road had 

kept Roland alive.  It paid little but it always paid. It never argued about pay and it never cheated, 

but sometimes it had no money at all to hire Roland.  Once, my father had got Roland to work in 

the summer holidays on repairing the school. St Saviour’s is only a couple miles from Nelson Piece, 

after all, but Roland did not like to go to strange places. He would work at St Saviour’s school only 

because he knew Teacha.  Kingston, said Roland, is a burning fiery furnace full of thieves and 

robbers.  In Kingston man will tief the false teeth out of a next man mouth.  In Kingston them will 

sell you your own two shoes.  Dem will tief milk outa coffee or Christ off de cross. 

 

Roland would work only on Mason Road. 
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Then came a letter, official-looking.  Roland had been missing for two months.  It was from the 

Mental Hospital, telling us that we were named as next of kin to one Roland McDermott, a patient 

in the institution. 

 

That was near the end of 1952 and I was almost sixteen.  I went with Dad to see Roland.  We had 

to take three buses to get from Mason Road over to Windward Road in the east, a strange part of 

Kingston, dry, dusty, lined with thorny pingwing hedges and old zinc fences falling down. The sea 

wind rushed through everything throwing up dust.  

 

Behind a long wall stood the Mental Hospital, its face to Long Mountain, its back to the sea.  We 

came off the bus, Dad and I, with our bag with sweet biscuits, tins of condensed milk and Ovaltine, 

and bun.  We had a pair of pyjamas in there too.  The guard let us in and we walked down a long 

long drive with brick buildings ahead of us.  After a long wait on hard wooden benches, we told 

our errand to a nurse.  It took a much longer time to get to see Roland than we were able to spend 

with him.  By the time we had signed a book and waited again, it was almost time to catch the bus 

back home. 

 

Roland looked fatter than I had ever seen him.  He was glad to see us but did not want to talk.  We 

sat beside him on the same worn bench and gave him the things we brought.  I went back once 

with Dad before Roland was discharged, and I noticed the scars on his wrists. 

 

“Somebody found him lying in a corner near Victoria market down town, unconscious, bleeding.  

Suicide is against the law, you know.” My father said nothing else about Roland, except that he 

would have to find him a job. Those days people were leaving Jamaica by the hundreds for 

England, but jobs were as scarce as if not a soul had left. 

 

The hospital discharged Roland soon after. At first, everything seemed to go well.  The school 

needed more repairs so Roland worked down there and made better money than Mason Road 

ever supplied.  Then for two weeks he got work there as watchman, but the regular man came 

back and had to get back his post.  Christmas came.  Iris was reading the Christmas Special in the 

Daily Gleaner, looking at the pictures of Queen Elizabeth, and Roland told her that if 1953 did not 

do something for him, she would read about him too. 

 

So she said, later.  As a matter of fact, I was in the kitchen when he said so and I wondered what he 

meant.  He said it in such a level voice, such an everyday voice.  Iris didn’t reply and Roland never 

knew I heard. 

 

In the new year Dad was ill but he kept worrying about Roland.  Roland was beginning to 

disappear again: a few days here, a week there. No one knew where.  At last Dad got to see him 

and told him he had found work for him at a building site in Vineyard Town.  Now that is far over 

in East Kingston where Roland’s brother Selvin lives, the one who fixes up houses and moves all the 

time, the same one who read out the will, but I am not sure that Roland knew exactly where to find 

Selvin.  He never mentioned his brothers those days. 

 

Roland took the job and things went well for about a week.  The pay was good and the people 

didn’t seem too nasty in them ways, said Roland.  Then he disappeared again.  We noticed because 
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it was on a Friday and Roland had promised to come over that evening and trim the hedge for us. It 

was almost as tall as you see it now, thick and springing, the small dark leaves hiding those clusters 

of pure white orange blossoms that give such a sweet perfume. They blossom like that whenever 

rainy time is coming.   He did not come all weekend.  My father went to Nelson Piece himself on the 

Sunday, very worried. Roland had gone off for a few days, no one knew where. His room was 

locked.  Dad called the builder in Vineyard Town.  The builder knew nothing. 

 

Days passed and then Roland came to work on Mason Road as if nothing had happened.   He 

seemed all right but he told my father that the builder was a thief and a liar. 

 

“The boss-man tell me on Friday evening him no have no money, must come back next morning.  I 

go back Saturday, the money short. I tell him it short, him say him can’t do better, him no have no 

change, mus come back next week for de rest a de money. When I go back Monday, him say is lie 

me a tell.   Him tell me some word, Teacha. Me tell im me no have no need of him two shilling and 

penny-ha’penny. Me sorry sence is you find de work gie me, but me nah go back.” 

 

That was a Saturday. Dad had been ill all week, crawling out to work and coming home to be sick 

all night.  Avis came home for a few days to look after him and keep me company. 

 

On Monday morning the repeated rattling of the front gate woke up my sister and me.  It was just 

before five, the sky still darkish. In the twilight two stalwart women stood at the gate, shaking it 

hard and beating on it with stones. Behind them circled three or four others, all of them maids or 

higglers on their way to work. All of them large, tall, and strong. 

 

“Jesas what a way de man wicked!” exclaimed a voice. 

 

“See yah, my Gawd! Unnu come look how him gaan inna de man yard fe do a ting like dat! What a 

way im wicked!”  cried another shape, trying to part the hedge so as to climb over. 

 

The gate was firmly locked so they could not get in, but more were running down the road, calling 

out to one another.  It was all women, scores of women, not a man among them, all strangers. 

None of the Mason Road people were there, for everyone was still in bed or just getting up for early 

tea. 

 

“Yes mam, can I help you?” asked my sister, a schoolteacher to the bone. We had been jerked out of 

sleep by these raucous voices and we were very conscious of Dad, who had had several bad nights, 

lying in the front room facing the street. 

 

“Unnu no know say one man heng up inna your yard?” 

 

My sister thanked the woman at the gate politely and said she would deal with the matter. 

 

She shut the door sharply as I was getting dressed. 

 

“They’re mad,” I said. “They’re talking pure rubbish!” 
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Avis takes after Dad: no exclamations, few words.  She was in her clothes and unlocking the back 

door while I was still saying in an indignant whisper that these women had no business to come 

and make noise in the street.  The sounds of rattling stopped but were replaced by a heavy 

swishing sound: many determined bodies were trying to thrust their way through Roland’s orange 

myrtle hedge. I ran after Avis with my shoes in one hand. 

 

By the time we had turned the corner by the Stranger Mango tree, a packed crowd faced us across 

the hedge and the narrow little garden inside. 

 

He was the only quiet person there, the only one who was still.  So still.  Even my mother in her 

coffin was not as still as he. She had looked as if something was on her mind, as if her hands were 

trying to move, to get back at embroidery unfinished, books unmarked, plates unwashed, tasks half-

done. 

 

It was dim there in the shade of house and tree but we saw clearly, at once, that Roland had 

hanged himself from the big high branch, the branch he had lopped to save the tree.  Electric cord 

went round his neck and round the limb above. It was double-strand, green twined with yellow, 

strong. Tight. Very tight.  His feet hung bare and still just by my shoulder. I touched them: cold. We 

had to look up and up to make out his face. So still. On the ground far below, open and marked 

carefully with two stones so the wind would not lose the place, was a Sunday School book with a 

picture of the Good Shepherd.  Right beside the book, whining from time to time, lay Rascal, the 

small shaggy dog that had shared Roland’s lunches and Roland’s vigils with my mother. It’s only 

now that I’m telling you that I know why Rascal wasn’t out at the gate, barking at all those women.  

 

Avis went to tell Dad. 

 

I went and rang the police. 

 

“Him dead already?” drawled the voice of authority. 

 

In an instant I became a schoolteacher. 

 

“He seems to be quite lifeless. Officer. His name is – ” 

 

“Okay. Don't trouble him – just make him stay there. We soon come.” 

 

They came over two hours later: long enough, I realized, to make sure that a man hanging by his 

neck from a mango tree would be properly dead and therefore more cooperative than a half-dead 

one needing an ambulance and the filling in of forms. Outside, Mason Road was jam-packed. If any 

of our neighbours was out there, I failed to see a single one. It was nothing but strangers out there.  

The police inspector, a short wide man in shining khaki uniform with sweat marks under his arms, 

stood holding a baton across his chest, daring the crowd to try something. 

 

It was not he who kept them out, though. It was that hedge.  Roland’s hedge with its secret barbed 

wire and its reinforced posts kept them at bay. They yelled and screamed and cursed him (oh yes!). 

They tore at the orange myrtles and ripped off bunches of leaves but the whippy twigs slapped 
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back, the gnarled branches swung back and forth, fighting. The hedge was taller than a man, five 

feet deep at least.  In their fury the crowd scattered small dark leaves and white orange blossoms all 

over the ground.  All the crowd got for their trouble was a hole at the top to peep through, 

scratched faces and torn clothes.   They yelled too much to catch the fleeting perfume on the 

easterly wind. 

 

Dad asked the inspector what would the police do?  Then he answered a few questions on next of 

kin.  The police were bored by it all and anxious to leave.  Once the body was wrapped and packed 

in the police van, the crowd drifted away and left us alone.   

 

That afternoon, Dad took us round to the Stranger mango tree and since he wasn’t well, he asked 

me to go down on hands and knees and look around the dim space under the house, between the 

low pillars.  Roland kept that vault free of rats and rubbish.  He did not allow even the hens to nest 

under there, so I wondered why this expedition. 

 

Inside in the far dimness, I found the old mattress thrown out when my mother died.  Beside it, 

some magazine pictures pasted to a cardboard square.  Pictures of King George VI, and Paul 

Robeson and Greer Garson. Pictures of Christmas angels with trumpets.  A brown paper bag with 

Roland’s work clothes. A small brown grip with two clean shirts, comb and brush, a pair of pyjamas, 

two merino vests, a toothbrush and a towel. Everything was old and worn, carefully mended. There 

was also a rolled up crocus bag which Rascal had obviously been using as a bed. 

 

“Just as I thought,” said Dad.  “From long ago, whenever Roland went missing, Rascal never barked 

at night.  From when your mother was alive.  I made sure not to look under here.  A man must have 

his privacy.” 

 

We waited days for the police to let us know what was being done about Roland.  We telephoned. 

Iris studied The Daily Gleaner  and The Star  in vain.  Not a word about Roland. Dad said to us, 

 

“Roland is gone. Let them be.” 

 

One Sunday when Iris was away, we buried his things in the yard, not by the Stranger mango but 

in an open space between the three rubbish holes.  The following year my father planted a 

Valencia orange tree in the nearest hole, the one that had been resting.  The tree is named for my 

mother. He sits out there sometimes and talks a bit to the tree, but never much.  Nowadays, I trim 

the hedge.  Been doing it ever since. The inside is not too hard but outside the bank is low. I can’t 

reach the top, even by standing on the kitchen chair.  I never finish the job, though, for some man 

on a bicycle or walking home from work always stops and says, “Lickle gal, you cyaan  manage dat.  

Make me finish trim dat hedge for you.”  And they do. See how it look good? 

 


